WE SING THE MIGHTY POWER OF GOD

1. I sing about strong power of God,
   HE made mountains lift;
   HE spread flowing seas far
   And build skies above.

2. I sing about wisdom that told
   Sun manage over all-day,
   Moon shines because HE tells,
   And all stars obey.

3. Sing about goodness of Lord,
   He filled earth with food;
   HE made live things with HIS word,
   And said, “All very good.”

4. Lord, now YOUR wonderful things see
   Every place I look;
   Happen I walk on ground
   Or airplane in sky,

5. Every tree and flower on earth
   Announces YOUR glory;
   And clouds and winds YOU send
   From YOUR throne in heaven.

6. Now everything YOU made,
   YOU always care;
   And every place people go,
   YOU stay with them,

   Amen